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Abstract. It is a well-known fact that the retail industry always works on razorthin margins and the key to survival lies in optimization of resources both in space
and time dimensions as well as maximization of customer satisfaction. Access to
timely and even real-time information to a wide variety of channel and trading
partners, sales personnel, line managers, store managers etc. is the key to achieving
this. Web services technology holds out a lot of promise for the retail industry in
this respect. It is a platform-neutral, easy to deploy set of standards for achieving
business data and process integration, without going for proprietary point to point
connections. It promises to connect the information providers and information
consumers across a wide variety of platforms, devices and on an on-demand basis.
Being based on service-oriented architecture (SOA) principles it can also form the
enabling service interface layer for other emerging technologies like BAM, BPM,
mobile and RFID. In this paper, we attempt to understand information-flow needs
in the retail industry and also suggest a roadmap approach by which the retail
enterprise could exploit the potential of web services at minimal risk.
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1. Introduction
The retail industry is slow in terms of uptake of emerging technologies primarily because it
operates on thin margins and does not have the luxury to spend precious resources on experimentation (Banks 2003–2004). However, emerging technologies make possible new business
opportunities and remove bottlenecks in terms of speed of execution, reach and visibility to
the end customer. It is not difficult to see that the critical success factor in retail business like in
any other business lies in swiftness of information availability in terms of new product, price,
inventory levels, etc. as well as ability to act upon that information (Kent 2003). Moreover, the
number of stakeholders in the retail business is many, each having access to diverse kind of
devices. Emerging technologies like RFID and mobile devices (Maamar 2003; Zwass 2004)
enable new ways to capture and disseminate near real time data to a wider variety of business
decision makers on a wider variety of devices. Web services and service oriented architecture
(SOA) (Papazoglou & Georgakopoulos 2003) enable connection between these devices and
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applications for data collection, processing and information dissemination through interfaces
based on uniformly accepted standards. The existence of both synchronous and asynchronous
versions of web services enables both real-time and non-real time versions of application
integration. Due to their numerous capabilities as an enterprise IT-enabler in general, web
services holds promise for the retail industry in particular. This paper attempts to analyse the
capabilities of web services in an objective manner for application in the retail industry.
1.1 Outline of the paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In §2 we present an overview of the retail
business and the information processing requirements in a broad sense. In §3 we discuss
the application of information technology (IT) in the retail industry and how it has made a
difference to the business. In §4 we present an overview of the possibilities of application of
the web services technology in an enterprise in a generic sense. We also describe the potential
of web services technology in enhancing capabilities of other emerging technologies. In §5
we present an overview of the current status of the web services technology and its limitations.
In §6 we propose a road map approach to adoption of the enabling technology in the retail
industry based on the current capabilities and limitation of the technology. In §7 we highlight
some of the managerial implications with respect to assimilation of this emerging technology.
In appendix A, we present a tutorial on web services technology. In appendix B we present
short explanations on IT and retail industry terminologies used in the paper.

2. Information requirements in the retail business
A typical retail organization has the business objective of procuring goods from suppliers and
reselling them to end customers or consumers (figure 1). The chief value-added functions provided by the retail organization are in terms of providing a buffer or cushioning effect between
the supply and demand (supply chain (Marshall 1997) – inventory, logistics, allocation, stores
management, procurement, sales, channels etc.), stimulating the demand and arranging for

Figure 1. Important activities and business processes in a retail supply chain.
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adequate supplies to meet the renewed demand (promotion, feedback etc.) and customer service (profile management, check-out, product information, order management, customized
service etc.) (Mason et al 1993).
The internet has also given birth to the online retail model – an online marketplace like Amazon.com, eBay.com etc. An online marketplace is a new channel for doing business whereby
the suppliers get an opportunity to sell their wares to the visitors of the site. The stakeholders
involved are the suppliers, distribution centres, transportation and logistics companies, stores,
other retailers etc.
In order to remain competitive, the retailer needs to optimize on inventory levels, store
shelf space, movement of goods between distribution centres and stores, maximize on ROI
for any promotion or marketing campaign and finally maximize customer satisfaction by
providing prompt, reliable and customized service. This calls for collection, processing and
dissemination of valuable information across the supply chain, as well as across the retail
organization including the stores, distribution centres, warehouses, marketing department,
finance etc.
The critical information needs of the retail organization also form the basis for critical
success factors in the retail business. The following are some of the key information items
for the retail organization (figure 2).
• Product information – catalog, availability, new releases, promotion, supply and demand
etc.
• Customer information – profile, behavior, activities, preferences, distribution etc.
• Operations information – logistics, allocation, procurement, schedule, inventory, shelf
space etc.

Figure 2. Information and event data elements captured and produced at different points in the retail
supply chain by devices and applications. These information elements and event data are consumed by
BAM/BI tools and operational applications for decision-making and disseminated through devices.
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3. Application of IT in the retail industry
Though not a leading adopter, retail industry has been steady in its uptake of emerging
technologies, primarily because of critical business benefits. Usually, the areas of technology
innovations for achieving competitive advantage in the retail industry are supply chain and
customer interactions. Supply chain efficiencies enable retail organizations to lower costs and
provide better responses to customers, ensuring profitability of the business. Consider that the
retailer has released a new promotion for a particular product with a pre-calculated expected
response from the consumers. Product uptake data from POS systems at the stores keep
trickling back in to the retailer in real time. In case of any unexpected increase in demand for
the product, the retailer would need to send fresh stocks to the stores and adjust its inventory
level, accordingly (Bednarz 2002; Kevin & Kraemer 2002; Kevin & Zhu 2004; Tirschwell
2004; Preissl 2002). Based on RFID data from the warehouses and distribution centers the
retailer may decide to go for inventory replenishment and request for fresh procurements
from the suppliers. In case the information about the retailer’s inventory level is available
at real-time to the suppliers, the suppliers would be directly able to respond to the situation
according to some prearranged trade agreement.
Hence the possibility of linking the suppliers to the end consumers with a strong chain of
information can lead to optimizations and better response times in the entire retail business –
collaborative planning, forecasting and replenishment (CPFR) (Tirschwell 2004). Needless,
to say this is an ideal situation of real time enterprise (RTE) which every organization aspires
to reach.
Historically, the adoption of technology in the retail industry for supply chain integration started with EDI (electronic data exchange). EDI over proprietary and expensive VAN
(value added networks) was the pioneering efforts in the 1980’s (Kalakota & Whinston 1997;
Kalakota & Marcia 1999), at achieving automation of supply chain interactions with the suppliers upstream and the distributors, stores and customers downstream. It was the birth of B2B
e-commerce. Emergence of the internet with its unique features like user friendliness, open
connectivity, global presence and economic value (Roadcap et al 2002) provided a superior
alternative to VANs. Innovations on the customer interaction also involved delivery through
multiple channels like fax, telephone, mail orders, catalogs, stores, etc. providing superior
response.
Emergence of the Internet also revolutionized the customer interaction. Internet became
another channel of delivery in terms of information and business transactions and it led to B2C
e-commerce. Emergence of the Internet as a delivery channel (more choice, unique experience,
real time response, enhanced post sales service, cross-channel offers, convenience, customized
service etc. (Roadcap et al 2002; Zhuang & Lederer 2003) combined with other factors like
changing demographic compositions and new types of products (digital products – airline
tickets, hotel reservation, etc.) and markets (virtual communities) led to the consolidation of
e-commerce and a supportive infrastructure across the entire supply chain. This led to the
emergence of e-business (Kalakota & Marcia 1999).
Strategies like CPFR (Bednarz 2002; Tirschwell 2004), direct-to-customer (Tirschwell
2004), online marketplace, online shopping (Otto & Chung 2000), vendor catalog management (Baron et al 2000), multi-channel delivery of services (Myers et al 2004) and products
to the end customer became imperative to stay competitive (Oinas 2002). e-Business implied
consolidation of intra organization applications for more focused customer service, efficient
procurement of supplies and efficient use of organization resources. This led to the e-business
architecture comprising specialized applications like CRM (Pan & Jae-Nam 2003), SCM,
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ERP, PMS, BI, legacy integration, etc. In order to leverage and optimize on the information
generation and consumption of these diverse enterprise-wide applications it became imperative to integrate these using middleware following an EAI architecture. Information users
(managers and operators in the supply chain as well as the customers) started having access to
diverse devices like mobile devices, PDAs, computer terminals etc. and hardware like RFID
(EPC) emerged as new mechanisms to collect stock movement information etc.
The need was now felt to integrate these diverse applications (information sources and
consumers) running on diverse platforms and devices together in a standard fashion. This led to
the emergence of web-based standards for exchanging data using text-based format like XML
using Internet protocols and popularly known as the web services. It is not difficult to visualize
how the retail business, which involves information exchange and business transactions among
diverse business stakeholders operating on multiple platforms and using multiple devices
could benefit immensely from web services.
In order to understand the context in e-business (Hamel & Sampler 1998; Kalakota &
Robinson 1999) where web services could find a place we need to understand the different
categories of functionality provided by e-commerce / e-business infrastructure. e-Commerce
capabilities of a firm can be divided into 4 broad categories (Zhu & Kenneth 2002) – information (product information, search capability, product review, product update), transaction
(buy capability, online order tracking, return, account management, security), interaction
(configuration capability, customer registration, online recommendation, content personalization, real-time support), supplier connection (online procurement, EDI, integration with
back-end IS, fulfillment, inventory data sharing). We analyse the capabilities of web services
technology in terms of these e-business capabilities in the following sections.
4. Web services as a business enabler
The term web services (Ugbugi 2002; Ferris & Farrell 2003) has come to denote open standards
based information exchange between applications using XML messages following a service
oriented architecture (SOA) – refer appendix A. The messages being in plain text XML
the connection end points sending and receiving the messages can be of diverse platform
and technologies. In order to understand the capabilities of the web services technology as
business enabler it would be useful to consider the 4 broad e-business capabilities listed in
the previous section. These capabilities could in fact be rationalized into the following basic
IT requirements (Williams 2003).
(1) Information exchange between endpoints (applications, network nodes) leading to some
form of application integration.
(2) Business process execution – transactions and workflows.
Additionally, it is very essential that the above business requirements from the IT layer are
met keeping the following critical aspects in mind (Kreger 2003).
(1) Reliability – guarantee and dependability of the IT layer to deliver the functionality, in an
uninterrupted, fault tolerant and robust manner.
(2) Security – ensure that the business is conducted in a secure fashion with proper care taken
to obviate security intrusions, unauthorized access to data, etc.
(3) Management – the IT components are available, maintained and upgraded in a smooth
manner without downtime and diagnosed for issues with zero or nil downtime.
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Web services stack (Kreger 2003) has provision for standards for all these functional and
non-functional requirements. The standards based nature of web services combined with their
platform neutral characteristics, form the key strength of this technology as a business data
and process integration mechanism.
Considering the two broad categories of functional e-business capabilities we find web
services have a big role to play in all of these. As explained below, web services can work
in consonance with a wide range of devices or platforms, primarily because it is languageand platform-neutral and XML-based. It can thus serve as a glue mechanism which could
collect data from diverse sensors, devices and applications and supply it to information processing enterprise applications as well as analytic applications. It is an open standards based
mechanism to achieve application integration. It can be used in two modes – synchronous
(based on the RPC model) and asynchronous (Adams 2002; Fremantle et al 2002). Due to its
support for synchronous communication, it can also enable real-time data collection, event
monitoring and action capabilities.
The second e-business capability is execution of business transactions. There are web services standards for composing unit web services into composite web services. These standards
are used for coordinating among participating web services as well linking simple or composite web services into multi-step business processes. Business processes require execution of
transactions – short running atomic ones (typically within the firewalls of the business) as well
as loosely coupled long running ones (typically spanning across multiple business boundaries). Support for workflow capabilities is also required to coordinate business process among
roles. Web services standards exist for business process (BPEL4WS), transaction, orchestration, composition. (WS-transaction, WS-coordination, WS-CAF, WS-choreography) and
workflow. The other standards ensuring reliability, security and manageability have also been
proposed.
Web services due to their inherent characteristics of being platform-neutral, language independent and open-standards XML specification-based, has enormous promise in terms of
enhancing the power of some of the other emerging technologies and architectures. We discuss a few of the important ones below.
• Business intelligence (BI) – Many BI products are available in the market that expose
their functionalities as web services like show-report, refresh-report, drill-down-report
(Amir & Stacy 2004; Website 1) etc. these BI Web services could be easily embedded
in enterprise operational applications like CRM, SCM, ERP (Mello 2002) etc. to allow
“light-weight” queries for operational personnel and line managers. Moreover, due to
easier integration of BI web services into other existing applications it can be made
available to a wider audience increasing the ROI for information assets. Web services
can also be used to integrate multiple BI applications in order to present a unified view
of data.
• Business activity monitoring (BAM) – synchronous web services can also make realtime data collected from the field available for making decisions and also for acting upon
the decisions. Real-time data availability from the RFID and POS can be used by line
managers, promotion managers to take decisions for replenishments, release campaigns
etc. Decisions based on BAM can be possible when some contextual data in the form
historical trends, etc. is available. As mentioned in the earlier point this information could
be made available from BI tools and applications through exposed web services. Hence,
web services could be useful in integrating real-time data with contextual information
so that actionable information is presented to the user.
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• Electronic product code (EPC) – EPC implementation technologies like RFID (Violino
2003) etc. collect “hot” data about goods movement, sales, etc. from the field and send
back the data to the back-office for analysis and decision making. Web services could be
useful here in terms of making the critical data elements available from RFID applications
to BI / BAM application tools.
• SOA – In-service oriented architecture (Papazoglou & Georgakopoulos 2003) business
functionality is exposed in terms of services which could be registered and searched on
a registry mechanism. Web services provide a mechanism to implement a SOA and ESB
(enterprise service bus) concept in consonance with other technologies like message
queues.
• Mobile and hand-held devices – mobile and held devices could integrate with the backoffice using web services. Thus could be used to disseminate business critical information
to sales personnel and stores managers in the field and also to operations managers using
mobile phones, PDAs etc. from where they could take appropriate actions.
• Enterprise portals – WSRP standards for web services (Smith 2004; Website 4) make
portal components (known popularly as “portlets”) available on enterprise portals to
remote applications. In case an enterprise has well-laid out plans for implementing
enterprise portals it is quite common to use it as a business data and process integration
platform. The information and services available on the enterprise portal could be made
available to remote applications (even those on PDAs and mobile phones) through web
services using WSRP standards.
Figure 3 below presents the above information integration possibilities through web services.

Figure 3. Information integration and access possibilities using web services in the retail industry.
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5. Current status of web services and their limitations
Keeping in mind the maturity of current web services, specifications standards, tools and
products, we propose that web services technology be assimilated in an enterprise in evolutionary steps. We analyse here the reasons for the same. As the first step, the technology could
be applied for integration of enterprise applications within the firewalls, or collocated applications as inside a particular geographical unit. In order to achieve proper integration the QoS
(quality of service) layers of reliability, security and management (Casati et al 2003; Kreger
2003) are very essential so that the communication / integration layer among the applications,
devices operate in a fail-safe, trusted and secure fashion with zero or nil downtime. As mentioned earlier the web specifications for these QoS layers exist but are not yet fully standardised (Kotok 2004; Mallick et al 2004). In fact, there are overlapping specifications proposed
by multiple industry participants. This makes it risky to bet on one particular alternative.
Alternatively, the enterprise can use the existing proprietary reliability, security and management layers in combination with the basic standards of web services – SOAP, WSDL,
UDDI (see appendix A). Any proprietary solution is not a proper approach. However, it forms
a good enough starting point for adoption of web services due to its other attractive propositions. Moreover, it may also be a prudent approach to reuse the existing QoS infrastructure.
Needless, to say the proprietary infrastructure would not usually get extended across the firewalls of the organization. This implies that the information integration and application integration across firewalls using web services may not be an attractive proposition at the moment.
Moreover, the inter-organizational security issues are quite complex – authorization and roles
have to be uniformly defined, the secure channel for communication has to be established.
It may even be argued that establishing a secure channel between business partners is not
much of a problem as existing business partners could reuse the VAN network set up for EDI.
However, VAN is proprietary and expensive hence not a good long term solution. Use of
encryption standards for web services is still too early for full fledged adoption – they are in
the process of being standardized and some work has already been done. The matter is more
complex in case of involvement of multiple partners – like a tour reservation portal utilizing
services of other airline reservation agencies, hotels, rent car agencies, etc.
Now, we consider the other IT capability of web services which is integration of business
processes, transactions and workflow (Papazoglou & Georgakopoulos 2003). Web services
specification exists for these aspects (see appendix A), however as in earlier case these specifications have not yet been fully standardized. Moreover, there are alternative proposals (Little
& Freund 2003) for these specifications from different industry bodies, groups and enterprises
and in some case the proposals depend on other proprietary protocols. Existing web services
specifications could be used in a limited manner for integrating business workflow or processes within the firewalls of the enterprise. This is primarily because of a couple of reasons –
lack of interoperability and universally accepted standards. Consistent interpretation of web
services standards for multiple platforms and implementation languages is very essential for
complete interoperability. This is ensured by the use of basic interoperability profiles published by the WS-I (Web Services Interoperability) organization (Website 2) and these have
been published for only the basic web services standard – SOAP, WSDL and UDDI – till date.
Transactions and workflows would span across multiple applications running on diverse
platforms and implemented in multiple languages (Freund & Strong 2002; Snell 2002). Hence,
the issue of interoperability becomes extremely important. The issues of interoperability,
reliability and coordination of web services based transactions and workflows become even
more complex when spanning across business partners. Within the firewalls of the enterprise
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there are perhaps a limited number of platforms and applications which may perhaps still be
integrated for atomic transactions and even for some multi-step, long-running transactions
(Curbera et al 2003; Little 2003; Wilkes 2004; Hull et al 2003) and workflows with some
coordination and determination. Whereas, when it comes to multiple enterprises, the number
of implementation platforms would proliferate and there is absence of complete control over
the business partners’ IT infrastructure. The issue of interoperability becomes more acute.
If the different business partners have already implemented transactions and workflows
inside their enterprise using alternative web services specifications, (Little et al 2003) then
matters become even more complex. Proper coordination and agreement would be needed
among the partners for agreeing on the usage of web service standards and implementation
mechanisms for some of these not yet standardized layers (Wilkes 2004; Hull et al 2003).
Additionally, much work remains to be done before standards for composition of web services
(Papazoglou & Georgakopoulos 2003; Little 2003; Hull et al 2003; Yang 2003) into full
fledge business processes, workflow and those for executing long running transactions could
move beyond initial experimentation stage to wide spread deployment.
In a nutshell, it may be said that, keeping in mind the current status of maturity of web
services technology, it would be safe to start using it for application integration within firewalls, followed by use of web services for atomic transactions within firewalls. Next, web
services could be used to execute workflow and multi-step transactions within the firewalls.
Having gained some experience and confidence with the application in an intranet situation
for complex scenarios, the enterprise could embark upon information and business process
integration with the partners over the internet using web services.

6. Roadmap for web services in the retail industry
Based on the above analysis of the current level of maturity of web services technology as well
as the general complexities involved in the assimilation of any new technology, we suggest a
roadmap (Auramo et al 2002) for adoption of web services technology in the retail industry
(figure 4).
Stage 1: Application integration and data exchange over intranet / private network – here the
data exchange would primarily behind the firewalls of the retail organization and serve as an
information bus among the diverse enterprise applications deployed on multiple platforms –
SCM (supply chain management), CRM (customer relationship management), ERP (enterprise resources planning) etc. Web services could be used to present an integrated view of the
information from these applications on to enterprise portals. Diverse POS (point of sale) systems in the stores could be integrated and made interoperable through web services (Birman
2004). Business process orchestration, transaction and workflow standards for web services
could be used to execute business processes inside the firewalls of the retail head office.
Stage 2: Information exchange across firewalls – security, reliability and service level agreement issues need to be resolved between the business partners. Moreover, there should
be an agreement on the business data semantics for uniform interpretation of information
exchanged. In order to gain experience with the competing web services standards in the
security layer, non-sensitive, non-financial data could be considered for exchange across the
firewalls. POS (point of sale) data from stores about the real-time sales response for promotion
campaign, space utilization information can be sent back to the retailer using web services.
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Figure 4. Deployment of web services technology in business.
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The information could again be made available to field personnel using mobile devices, PDAs,
and pocket PCs. Latest product and price catalog and promotion information could be made
available to sales personnel in the field using mobile devices through web services. The sales
and operations personnel could execute light-weight query from BI applications through use
of exposed web services from their mobile and hand-held devices.
Stage 3: Critical data exchange across firewalls, having gained some experience with exchanging data in a secure way using the web services standards and XML encryption technologies,
would now make sense to make available critical and confidential information like customer
profile, financial data across the firewalls. Feedback on behavioural patterns of particular
customer profiles could be sent to the back-office from the stores directly from RFID / POS
data. During mobile checkout, the customer could be provided with promotional information
on mobile devices through web services. Real-time information on order processing could
also be sent back to stores managers and line managers at the retail back-office for taking
actions on fraudulent transactions, Sales and inventory level information from distribution
centres and warehouses could be accessed in real-time by line managers at the retail office
for triggering procurement and replenishment activities.
Stage 4: Business process and workflow integration over the internet – this would mean
using the business process orchestration, transaction and workflow standards for web services
for achieving full-fledged business process and workflow integration and doing transactions
though web services across the entire supply chain. RFID data from the warehouses and
DCs could trigger a replenishment workflow, if the inventory level went below a threshold.
The inventory and warehouse management systems would be updated with the data and
based on the plans from merchandise management system would initiate a procurement
activity in the retailer’s B2B system. The retailer’s B2B system linked with the suppliers’ B2B
system would in turn set up an order placement (Preissl 2002; Baron et al 2000). This entire
workflow comprising multiple applications on diverse platforms could be achieved through
web services.
Online marketplace: Besides the brick and mortal style retail and stores arrangement, online
market places like amazon.com and ebay.com also present a successful model for the retail
industry.
These website serve as the meeting point for prospective suppliers and consumers and
expose their functionalities in terms of web services. The suppliers can search for the appropriate web services in registries and access the functionality for doing business transactions
and accessing information items. Web services being platform-neutral and open standardsbased appeal to a wider variety of trading partners and is the predominant mechanism for
business integration.

7. Management issues
Embarking upon a web services-based architecture would imply adopting an SOA. Adopting
an SOA has deep implications for the enterprise architecture of an organization. Strategy for
proper identification of services and cataloging would be needed to identify redundancies
and opportunities for reuse. Without much effort at rewriting new service components, an
IT strategy would need to be worked out to expose existing legacy applications in terms of
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modular services. Conscious decisions would need to be made in terms of adoption of an
open standards-based architecture and accordingly go about decisions related to procurement
of software solutions and products. Adequate understanding and agreement would need to be
worked out with the supply chain partners to enable use of web services standards for achieving
business process integration. This would perhaps mean a phasing out of the existing EDIVAN infrastructure which has larger implications. Close collaboration with the retail industry
consortiums would be essential to benefit from the emerging business semantics standards.

8. Conclusion
In this paper we attempted to understand the information processing needs of retail business
and analysed how web services technology in its current state of maturity could serve as
an effective information enabling mechanism. Being a mechanism for business data and
process integration it has tremendous potential. But due to the cautious nature of the retail
industry in terms of adoption of emerging technologies a well-thoughtout ROI effective road
map approach would form one of the key determinants for assimilation of the web services
technology into this vertical. In this paper, such a road map approach has been suggested.

The authors wish to express their gratitude for the guidance, kind cooperation and wholehearted encouragement received from Kris Gopalakrishnan, and Ranganath D Mavinakere,
which went a long way in making this paper possible.

Appendix A. Web services – A tutorial
Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is a very promising computing paradigm. In this architecture, the software functionality is encapsulated as a service and is made accessible over the
network. The uniqueness of this service concept lies in the fact that these services could be
exposed to the external world, searched by the service consumers and the accessed through the
use of machine readable descriptions and interfaces. Hence, the service publication, description and usage can take place through automated mechanisms (software tools and dedicated
application servers). The service consumer and service provider software application can start
communicating with each other through a set of simple automated steps. This implies that
two or more distributed applications located on remote nodes of the network can achieve run
time integration in a simple and scalable manner (figure A1). Services are usually registered
with centralized or federated registry mechanisms which may contain categorized list of services much like in yellow, green or white pages. Although SOA has become a buzzword of
late, it has had quite a few past manifestations in terms of CORBA, J2EE etc. Web services
is the latest solution in the SOA space but having far greater implications in terms of usage,
deployment and cost effectiveness.
Web services are solutions in the SOA paradigm but are based on a set of universally
accepted and open standards for service usage - description, discovery, publication, composition and management. The phrase “web services” implies the combination of Web technologies (internet technologies and infrastructure) and the exploitation of the service concept as
explained above. Internet protocols like TCP/IP (transport and internet layer), HTTP, SMTP
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Figure A1. Service-oriented computing
– a schematic.

(application layer), etc. are used for communication of messages between applications. Services usage is made possible through the use of XML (extensible markup language) which
is a text-based mark-up language (like HTML but more versatile) useful for embedding self
describing data.
A very unique feature of SOA-based web services is that they separate implementation of
software functionality from its interface. This makes the service look language and platform
agnostic to the external world. A service consumer implemented in C++ can access another
web service without being aware that the other service has actually been implemented in
Java. This is made possible through the use of language- and platform- neutral XML format
for describing the service interface. Service descriptions, however, specify the bindings of
the service interface with the actual implementation in terms of the actual network endpoint
where the service is accessible, as well as how the service could be accessed (input and output
message formats). A number of XML-based specifications form the web services protocol
stack much like the ISO OSI network stack (figure A2).
Each layer forms a piece of the entire infrastructure required to enable secure and reliable usage of web services for information exchange, application integration or execution of
business transactions. Each of these layers is modularized and is independent of the others
which means that it may be used, omitted or substituted without any issue. Alternative XML

Figure A2.
stack.

Web services protocol
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Figure A3. Web services mechanism using XML-based specification SOAP, WSDL, UDDI.

specifications for each of the layers are usually proposed by industry participants like IBM,
Microsoft, Sun, Oracle etc. and are considered for standardization at industry consortiums
like W3C, OASIS, WS-I etc. The base layers of the stack for description, discovery and messaging have already been standardized and these are SOAP (message format), WSDL (service
description), UDDI (service publication and discovery) (figure A3).
However, specifications for the other layers for business transactions, workflow, web services composition, service level agreement and QoS layers like security (ensures secure delivery of messages), reliability (ensures guaranteed delivery of messages without duplication of
messages), management (monitoring and maintenance of operation) are still in the evolutionary stage and have not been fully standardized. There are in fact alternative and overlapping
specification proposals from the industry participants for most of these layers. This has been
the very cause of uncertainty and confusion in the web services world and is often cited as
the bane of this promising new technology by the skeptics, at least for the moment.
In spite of the Web services standards squabble which will most probably get fully resolved
eventually for the long-term benefit of the industry, it holds tremendous promise and is increasingly being incorporated in their products by all application server vendors (see figure A4).
Web services are a platform-neutral, language agnostic mechanism capable of supporting all
forms of communication in the distributed computing paradigm like asynchronous and synchronous messaging and RPC style communication. It is hence very suitable for the following.
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Figure A4. Web service provider and consumer possibilities.

• Application to application integration
• Business process and workflow integration within the organization and with the business
partners
• Easy access on multiple client devices and platforms
• Exposure of utility functionalities from enterprise application like SCM, CRM, ERP
• Exposure of existing application functionality in terms of modular web services
• Integration of diverse platforms and multiple language implementations
• Exposure of legacy system based functionality over the web
Appendix B.
B2B – Business to business e-commerce; where business partners in the supply chain use
e-commerce technologies to procure goods and services from each other.
B2C – Business to consumer e-commerce; where business makes its goods and services
available to the end consumer through e-commerce technologies.
BAM – Business activity monitoring; set of tools and applications used to monitor and modify
business processes and business process parameters in an automated manner in real time, in
response to inputs received from the business environment.
BI – Business intelligence; set of tools and applications used to analyse huge quantities of
collected data in order to identify patterns useful for making business decisions.
CPFR – Collaborative planning, forecasting and replenishment; technique used in the retail
industry to synchronize forecasting, planning and procurement of supplies though out the
supply chain by use of technology. The demand data travels from the stores and retail head
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office back to the supplier in an automated fashion and in near real time mode reducing need
to maintain high levels of inventory and improving response time to fluctuating demands.
CRM – Cutomer relationship management; software used to monitor customer behavior and
accordingly customize level of service and response to the customer.
DC – Distribution centre; warehouses and centres for intermediate storage of goods procured
from the supplier for reasons of convenience and proximity to the distribution channel.
e-Commerce – use of internet technologies to do B2B, B2C and C2C business.
EDI – Electronic document interchange; integration of business process and workflows
between business partners through use and exchange of business document in electronic format.
Enterprise portals – Website of an enterprise exposed on the intranet, extranet or the internet, containing host of features and exposing numerous enterprise applications in an unified
interface.
EPC – Electronic product code; use of signal producing and receiving electronic gadgets
and devices to codify products in order to track their exact physical location. Often used in
warehouses and stores for tracking goods.
ERP – Enterprise resources planning; enterprise level application having different functional
modules for different organizational functions like human resources, finance, administration,
marketing etc.
Legacy applications – existing applications in an enterprise typically using older technologies like mainframes, first generation client-server etc. and typically having a stovepipe architecture (lack of enterprise scale multiple application integration).
OASIS – Organization for the advancement of structured information standards. It is a notfor-profit, international consortium that drives the development, convergence, and adoption
of e-business standards.
PDA – Personal data assistance; handheld / mobile devices having desktop-like utility features.
POS – Point of sale; applications and devices like scanners, printers, computers and associated
applications used at the sales counter.
Merchandise management – Planning and management of procurement and mobilization
of goods from the supplier based on the forecasted demand from the stores, DCs, or end
consumers.
Real time – synchronous response or occurrence of an activity in response to an event.
RFID – Radio frequency identification; use of radio frequency signals in EPCs.
RTE – Real time enterprise; use of applications and architecture where an enterprise can
respond in real time to changes in the environment signifying extreme adaptability and
agility.
SCM – Supply chain management; enterprise applications used for streamline the business
process with supply chain partners.
SOA – Service Oriented Architecture (see appendix A)
SOAP – Simple object access protocol (see appendix A)
Supply chain – the chain of the business partners in an industry where the links travel
from upstream suppliers to downstream consumers. An element in the link could be
a logical consumer of an upstream supplier and a logical supplier to a downstream
consumer.
UDDI – Univeral description, discovery and integration (see appendix A)
VAN – Value added network; special private networks operated by service providers or by
the business partners which have value added features like high reliability, security and performance.
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W3C – World wide web consortium. This is an industry consortium entrusted with the
responsibility to standardize and popularize specifications for internet-related technologies
like communication and message format protocols, web services etc.
WSDL – Web services description language (see appendix A)
WSRP – Web services for remote portlets.
WS-I – Web services interoperability organization; industry consortiums set up to specify,
standardize and popularize profiles for Web services technology in order to ensure complete
interoperability of web services across multiple platforms and languages.
XML – eXtensible Markup Language; HTML like markup language for describing structured
data having self-decriptive capabilities through the use of extensible, customizable tags.
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